Campus Nürtingen

C1 - HfWU Campus City Centre
C11-5 Rector’s office, administration, Faculty FA/M, Neckarsteige 6–10
C18 Research center, Hechinger Straße 12
C19 International Office, Uhlandstraße 3
C110 Faculty FBF, Sigmaringer Straße 25
C111 Faculty FLUS, HKT, Sigmaringer Straße 15/2
C112 Marktstraße 16

CH - HfWU Campus Hauber
CH1 Faculty FBF, Sigmaringer Straße 14

CB - HfWU Campus Braike
CB1 Faculty FLUS, Schelmenwasen 4
CB2 Institute of technology, Schelmenwasen 8
CB3 Experimental and demonstration gardens, Schelmenwasen 6
G4 Student restaurant, Johannes-Wagner-Schule, Neuffener Straße 149

CS - HfWU Campus Steinach
CS1 Faculty FLUS, HKT, Max-Eyth-Str. 2
CS2 Faculty FLUS, HKT, Max-Eyth-Str. 21
CS3 Faculty FLUS, HKT, Max-Eyth-Str. 19

CJ - HfWU Campus Jungborn
CJ1-4 Experimental and demonstration farm, Tiefenbachal Jungborn

CT - HfWU Campus Tachenhausen, Oberboihingen
CT1-6 Experimental and demonstration farm, Holgur Tachenhausen 1–6
CT7-9 Experimental and demonstration gardens, Holgur Tachenhausen 14

Student halls of residence
S1 Schelmenwasen 10
S2 Sudetenstraße 125–129